CSE Graduate Student Honors Competition

Join us to Celebrate Outstanding Graduate Research at CSE!
Undergrads, grad students, and faculty invited.

The 16th Annual CSE Graduate Student Honors Competition will showcase research presentations by these five finalists:

**INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS:** ZAK ALDENEH
Identifying Mood Episodes Using Dialogue Features from Clinical Interviews

**HARDWARE:** AMAN GOEL
Push-button Verification Using Abstraction and Induction

**SOFTWARE:** ANDREW KWONG
RAMBleed: Reading Bits in Memory Without Accessing Them

**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:** ZHIQIANG SUI
GeoFusion: Geometric Consistency Informed Scene Estimation in Dense Clutter

**THEORY:** DAWEI HUANG
Sharp Bounds in Communication Complexity

A faculty and sponsor judging panel will select the winner.
Reception to follow for all attendees in 3725 Beyster Bldg.

**SPONSORED BY:** APTIV

Wednesday, November 6, 2019  4:00 pm  1690 Beyster Bldg.